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Czech Trade Promotion Agency is proud
to present Czech furniture companies
in the new sector guide.

If you are looking for a supplier in the
Czech Republic, Czech Trade Promotion
Agency will be delighted to assist you
in order to find new manufacturing
/ service partners, professional
organisations and interest groups.

CzechTrade

YOUR BUSINESS PARTNER IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC

Foreign companies contact CzechTrade when looking for new
reliable partners in the Czech Republic. CzechTrade foreign
office network together with its sourcing team will identify
potential suppliers based on your requirements:
— Initial consultation by phone / email / in person
— Provision of a basic overview of a special sector
— Compilation of a contact list of companies interested in cooperation
— Eventual facilitation of meetings with Czech companies, so-called Sourcing Days

Other services:
— Access to verified Czech suppliers
— Assistance with language support
— Presentation of Czech companies at foreign trade shows
— Preparation of business missions to the Czech Republic
Countries where CzechTrade provides services

CzechTrade office

— Providing the online database Czech Exporters Directory
http://exporters.czechtrade.cz
— Providing Designers Database CzechTrade for cooperation with professional
industrial and product designers
www.designers-database.eu

CzechTrade is a government trade promotion
organisation of the Czech Republic focusing
on developing international trade and
cooperation between Czech and foreign
businesses. CzechTrade works with Czech
companies to assist their success in
international markets.

The goal of this brochure is to inform
interested foreigners about the field
of furniture production in the Czech
Republic. Take the companies listed
in this brochure as a sample listing,
which will help you to formulate a
better picture of the specific field. If
you are interested in more information
on Czech companies, please contact:
supplier@czechtrade.cz
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Information and contacts
for individual foreign offices
can be found at
www.czechtradeoffices.com

Head Office
Czech Trade Promotion Agency
Štěpánská 567/15
120 00 Prague 2
Czech Republic
Phone: +420 224 907 820

DID YOU KNOW?
CzechTrade has an
extensive network
of foreign offices in
almost 60 countries
on 5 continents.
With their scope
of activities, the
foreign offices
network cover
Europe from
Scandinavia to the
Balkans, Eastern
Europe and the CIS,
Africa from SubSaharan Africa to
South Africa, major
Asian regions, the
American continents
from Canada to
Latin America, and
Australia.

E-mail: info@czechtrade.cz
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ASSOCIATION OF CZECH FURNITURE
MANUFACTURERS (ACN)

GUILD OF UPHOLSTERERS AND DECORATORS
AND CARPENTERS

The Association of Czech Furniture

director is appointed and dismissed

The Guild of Upholsterers and Decorators

persons and vocational furniture schools

decorative and carpentry products in the

Manufacturers was established in 1995

by the board of directors. The President

and Carpenters, R. A., is a non-profit

of all levels. The guild was founded,

design, quality, comfort, safety, tradition

and carries on the tradition of joiners‘

of the ACN is Mr Martin Čudka and the

professional community created with

according to the then valid Czechoslovak

and the latest trends. The guild has been

societies. Today, it is the only furniture

Executive Director is Mr Tomáš Lukeš. The

the aim of improving the quality of

law, on 23rd November 1998. The guild

collecting and passing on the new medical

manufacturing sector association in the

Board meets several times a year and the

upholstered, decorative and carpentry

supports the education of teachers,

and ergonomic knowledge about people

Czech Republic.

general meeting is convened usually once

products. It is also a registered association

pupils and students through lectures at

and their needs in relation to the function

a year.

of voluntarily associated natural and

conferences, training sessions, excursions

of furniture and public and private interior

The association is registered non-

legal persons. The members of the guild

and trade fairs, and announces and

equipment, materials and their use,

profit making organisation with the

The main activities of the association

are the manufacturers of upholstered

evaluates the vocational competitions. The

technologies, machines and equipment,

aim of supporting and representing

include industrial lobbying (protection

and non-upholstered furniture, other

focus of the guild is directed both towards

through the professional lectures, articles

the interests of Czech natural and

of common interests of entities engaged

upholstered products and decorations,

the professional and lay public with the

and other publications for almost a quarter

legal entities engaged in furniture

in the field of furniture production, sale

suppliers, sellers, experts and authorised

aim of increasing the level of upholstered,

of a century.

design, manufacturing and trade at the

and design) and the provision of services

national and international level and

leading to furniture production sector

E-mail: cech@cech-cal.eu

Phone: +420 602 558 554

www.cech-cal.eu

supporting the whole cabinet making

support. The association also presents

branch in the Czech Republic. No special

Czech furniture, publishes statistical data,

membership conditions exist that would

organises workshops and various support

exceed the general conditions of similar

events for furniture manufactured in

organisations. Most of the members are

the Czech Republic. The association

manufacturing companies in the field

participates in projects focused on

of furniture or furniture components.

furniture production as well.

Vocational schools, technical colleges and
apprentice training centres are supporting

Most of the Czech furniture

members. The number of all members is

manufacturing companies are targeted on

about one hundred and covers over 30%

custom-made manufacturing. There are

of the overall furniture production in the

fewer bulk manufacturing companies.

Czech Republic. The executive body

The furniture manufacturing industry in

of the ACN is the general meeting, board

the Czech Republic is very well equipped

of directors which elects the president,

in general. Many companies use robots,

and board of audit. The executive

CNC machines and various automated

E-mail: acn@czechfurniture.com www.czechfurniture.com
Phone: +420 777 294 404
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systems.

CLUSTER OF CZECH FURNITURE MANUFACTURERS
The Cluster of Czech Furniture

innovation, continuously improving the

the cluster successfully participate. Cluster

Manufacturers is the largest cluster

links between research institutions and the

has also excellently equipped technology

focusing on the furniture and

business sector in the furniture industry,

centres at its disposal continuously updated

woodworking industry and interior

and strengthening the internationalisation

with the latest technological equipment.

design as well as the leader of cluster

of the cluster. Cluster members are TOP

Cluster members, through the Cluster

initiatives in the Czech Republic and

Czech furniture internationally competitive

internationalisation Strategy, increase their

an open organisation which any Czech

companies which are successfully

sales and export growth and are involved

furniture maker, who identifies with its

established on foreign markets. The

in an important international furniture

goals and vision, can join. Its main goal is

enforcement of cluster members in

industry networks and projects. The

to support international competitiveness

this area is ensured by intensive use of

Cluster of Czech Furniture Manufacturers

and economic growth of cluster member

collective research results and development

is currently awarded the ECEI SILVER Label

companies, through an emphasis on

of new production programmes and

“Dedicated to Cluster Excellence” by

developing research, development and

technologies, in which all members of

European Secretariat for Cluster Analysis.

E-mail: info@furniturecluster.cz

Phone: +420 774 113 527

www.furniturecluster.cz
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THONET CHAIRS AND HALABALA

TRADITION OF CZECH
FURNITURE AND DESIGN

8

One of the key products that literally took

recognised by contemporary creators and

over the world was the iconic thonet chair

designers. Another unique item is the bent

or so-called Chair Number 14. The famous

steel furniture by architect and designer

chair crafted from bentwood was created

Jindřich Halabala, who became famous

in Moravian region under the leadership

in the field of Czech design and furniture

of master carpenter Michael Thonet,

production as well as home furnishing in

The Czech furniture industry has a very

period before the Second World War

aspect of the interiors for which it was

who came up with the innovative idea of 

the inter-war and post-war period thanks

strong tradition that dates back to the

only confirm the economic maturity of

intended.

bending wood. Thanks to its popularity

to his adjustable armchairs and chrome

century before last. This tradition made

the society at the time. The very short

at home and also abroad, it became an

tube desk. Halabala became famous

Czech furniture famous abroad thanks to

period of cubism became an inspiration

Above all, the cultural and social

important export item that was successful

mainly for his stylish furniture designs for

many iconic Czechoslovakian designs at the

for other new trends to come. The

organisation Družstevní práce strove

worldwide, especially in Germany, Japan

the Brno UP factories between 1925 and

time. The emphasis has always been placed

industry‘s most widespread art deco,

to spread functionalism and the

and the United States of America. Thonet

1955, where he worked as chief designer.

primarily on quality, high functionality and

inspired by the geometric symbols of

highest aesthetic criteria, including

chair also went down in the history of

Thanks to this position, he fundamentally

distinctive furniture design.

native cultures combined with austerity

the art deco style, with its artistic and

the furniture industry as the first chair

influenced the look of inter-war and

and cubism, honours top-class surface

industrial production of furniture, home

designed for factory production. Even

post-war Czech households.

During its existence between 1918 and

materials. The basic shapes remained

accessories, everyday items made of

today, this timeless and elegant classic is

1992, Czechoslovakia was a furniture

in wider production until the post-war

glass, ceramics, porcelain, metals, home

production powerhouse with design as

years. Functionalism in interwar

and decorative textiles and clothing. The

a core field. Modern forms of furniture

Czechoslovakia, a promised country

most popular materials at the time were

design in Czechoslovakia from the

in this direction, followed the visual

chrome, stone, bentwood and glass.

DID YOU KNOW?
The Thonet chair has achieved
worldwide success. It can
be seen in the works or the
interiors of important figures
such as Toulouse-Lautrec,
Picasso, Renoir or Salvador Dalí
or Adolf Loss. Even famous
architects such as Le Corbusier,
with whom the Thonet
company then cooperated.

9
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PRODUCTION AND EXPORT OF FURNITURE IN BN CZK

FURNITURE IN THE CZECH
REPUBLIC

60

50

The Czech furniture industry

high added value. Furniture

benefits from the reliable

producers often cooperate with

availability of basic material

designers and the designers’

– blanks, chipboards, veneers,

studios. Czech companies

squared timber etc. The crown

also supply furniture to

in this sector is curved-wood

cafés, restaurants and hotels

furniture and also design

worldwide. Lastly, there are

features such as forging,

Czech companies who specialise

clips and lockers. These are

in design furniture, upholstered

in particular products with

furniture or outdoor furniture.

2021 STATISTICS

40

Value of the furniture produced

52

30

billion
CZK

20
Export value

39.57

billion
CZK

0

Revenues

42.23

10

billion
CZK

2016

2017

Source: Association of Czech Furniture Manufacturers

2018

2019

2020
Production

2021
Export

Most exported to

Germany, France,
Slovakia, USA
Source: Association of Czech Furniture Manufacturers
Average exchange rates (2021): 1 EUR: 25.645 CZK; 1 USD: 21.682 CZK
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DID YOU KNOW?
There are 136,000 ha of forests in the Czech Republic, 120,000 of which had in March 2021 FSC certification. In
the last three years, the extent of the Czech FSC certified area has risen by more than 100%. The FSC certificate
used to have 328 wood-processing companies.
11
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CROSS-BORDER EXPORT
OF FURNITURE FOR OFFICES
BY COUNTRIES IN 2021

PROJECT FURNITURE

Mias OC spol. s r.o.
The company Mias OC started doing business
in 1990 under its original name ROVI. Three
years later a strategic partner, Schärf, entered
the firm. In 2000, the company became a member
of a group of leading European manufacturers of
office furniture, Samas Groep of the Netherlands.
In 2010, the company was bought into Czech
hands and since then, the company’s name
has been Mias OC. Company’s product range
contains a complete offer of different type
series, including standard workstations, open
plan office furniture, call centre furniture,
mobile and variable workstations and receptions.
Part of the offer is also elegant furniture for
top management. The company has a 3 000
m2 production hall with its own production
machinery and equipment. Manufacturers of
Mias OC are bound to the quality, original design
and functionality of their products. The company
holds certificates by GS Zeichen mark and the
prestigious “Czech Quality” award. Mias OC
guarantees short delivery lead times, long-term
availability of product types and production
of non-standard products without an extreme
impact on price and delivery lead time.
Mias OC spol. s r.o., www.miasoc.cz

15%

3.1. OFFICES
A number of Czech office furniture

and digitalisation of warehouses and

interior telephone, and meeting boxes.

production companies are among the

production. The companies focus on the

Furthermore, ergonomic polyurethane

major European manufacturers in this

quality, original design and functionality of

edge (PUR) table plate technology is

sector. The companies are involved in

the products for which they earned many

used. The companies also emphasise

furniture production for large-sized

certificates and prestigious awards. Several

ecological behaviour and production,

offices, call centres, mobile and variable

companies work with significant designers.

such as reducing wood and chipboard

workplaces, or receptions. The wide

waste in production or reducing electricity

range also includes elegant furniture

Many products have their own specific

consumption. The influential automotive

for top management. The companies’

characteristics – height-adjustable

industry, tertiary education sector and

production facilities are equipped with

tables and chairs, acoustic furniture,

other significant companies rank among

modern technologies and robotisation

acoustic walls, ceiling tiles and screens,

the references for these Czech companies.

CROSS-BORDER EXPORT OF FURNITURE FOR OFFICES IN THS EUR

3%

32%

3%
3%
4%
5%
5%
16%

6%
8%

120 000
>

100 000
80 000

Germany

Italy

France

United Kingdom

Austria

Spain

40 000

Poland

Sweden

20 000

Slovakia

Others

Belgium

60 000

0
2018

2019

Source: The Czech Statistical Office, cross-border movements of goods and commodities,
HS 940310 – Metal furniture for offices, 940330 – Wooden furniture for offices
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2020

2021

Source: The Czech Statistical Office, cross-border movements of goods
and commodities, HS 940310 – Metal furniture for offices, 940330 – Wooden
furniture for offices
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HON is a Czech-based familyrun company, which designs and
manufactures high-quality functional
furniture for modern workspaces. The
company itself carries out all stages
of the production, from the graphics
and design, through development
and prototyping, to the production
and final distribution. Thanks to the
state-of-the-art technologies, love
for craft and careful attention to the
smallest details, HON’s furniture is
built to meet the highest international

quality standards. Certification of
products then guarantees the client
that the furniture is safe, durable and
ergonomic. The company designs
not only its own collections of office
furniture on the market presented
under the brands HOBIS and EXNER,
but it is also very flexible and offers its
customers the service of designing and
producing made-to-measure solutions
to meet any specific needs. Increasingly
popular HONmove height-adjustable
tables have been developed from their
own prototype and are a natural choice
for all, who focus on contemporary

ALBA CR
ALBA was founded in 1992 and
has become one of the biggest
manufacturers of office seating
in the Czech Republic and
Slovakia. The company specialises
in custom manufacturing and
the product range includes
office chairs, conference chairs,
benches and design chairs.
ALBA’s five product lines also
include a specialised range for
use in healthcare, furniture for
schools, chairs for 24/7 operation
or children‘s growing chairs,
always with a wide selection
of materials and upholstery
fabrics, components and
optional accessories. Customer
satisfaction is the main priority
of the company as it provides
tailor-made solutions according
to customer requirements,
professional support as well as

close cooperation on projects or
tenders. ALBA also exclusively
provides its partners with a free
online 3D chair configurator.
The company cares about the
environment as well as the
quality and safety of its products.
Therefore, ALBA is certified
according to ISO 9001:2016 and
ISO 90014:2015 and its chairs are
regularly certified for quality,
ergonomics and stability. ALBA
is a company with 30 years of
family tradition and the quality of
its seating furniture has already
been tested by several million
users. The company focuses
entirely on B2B business and has
more than 10 years of experience
with export to Germany and
other EU countries. ALBA’s goal
is to produce sustainable, high
quality seating furniture that you
can rely on for many years.
ALBA CR, www.albaseating.com

SilentLab
Czech-based SilentLab came
up with an original acoustic
concept to reduce noise in any
interior and bring tranquility
and privacy to the noisiest
office environments. Its team
includes experts in acoustics,
which means it can design and
manufacture its own acoustic
products. This allows SilentLab
to provide comprehensive
customised acoustic services
including atypical solutions.
SilentLab products always
keep maximum functionality
and design front and centre.
The working environment
has a direct impact on
productivity. When employees
are comfortable, they work
better. SilentLab helps
offices to create a pleasant,
productive work environment.
SilentLab offers a whole
range of acoustic solutions.

MICROOFFICE is the most
popular product series. They
are mobile soundproof
meeting rooms and phone
booths, where people can not
only make calls in peace, but
connect to teleconferences
or concentrate on important
projects without being
disturbed by colleagues.
A big advantage is that they
can be installed in any space
very easily and without
creating dust. People will
appreciate the quiet, privacy
and comfort, as well as AV
equipment, sockets and USB
connectors. As far as the
quality of soundproofing is
concerned, MICROOFFICE
pods have the best results on
the market. SilentLab products
were awarded by e.g. Red Dot
or German Design Award
and iF Design Award.
SilentLab,
www.silent-lab.com

RIM
The company RIM was founded in
1991 with a desire to create chairs
that people would love. Ergonomic,
functional, long-lasting and highquality design. The first model was
created in the same year and caused
great excitement. The company
soon began producing a thousand
chairs a month and ten years later
began expanding to the Western
markets. RIM chairs can now be

>

>
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design as well as prevention of health
issues associated with prolonged
sitting in the office. HONacoustic
furniture is requested especially in
all sorts of open spaces that require
improved acoustic comfort or visual
separation. Acoustic screens or entire
walls, interior phone or meeting booths
from the CUBE range reduce noise
and bring tranquility and privacy to
the office. The company also regularly
participates in major international
trade fairs dedicated to the modern
working environment.
HON, www.hon.cz

>

HON

found on all continents except
Antarctica. The company has a
branch in Asia and is represented
in Europe by 500 dealers and sales
representatives. Therefore, Czech
chairs make days in the office more
pleasant for hundreds of thousands
of people around the world. The
company’s portfolio is constantly
growing, and in addition to office
and conference chairs, you can also
find tables, benches, armchairs,
sofas, stools or bar chairs in the

portfolio. Even though a lot has
changed over three decades, what
was fundamental has remained.
RIM chairs are still being developed
and made in the Zlín Region in
cooperation with international
designers. The use of quality
materials, perfect workmanship,
good design, as well as ecology and
sustainability – this is crucial for
RIM from the beginning.
RIM, www.rim.cz
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LD Seating

The company Nábytek VASA
specialises in the production of office
furniture. It has been operating on
the market since 1993. The basic
material for production is laminated
chipboard. The production line
consists exclusively of CNC machines.
It has a unique technology for the
production of very durable cast
polyurethane (PUR) table tops,
which guarantees their practicality,
ergonomics and long life. The
standard offer currently consists of
several different table systems. All
table systems can be supplemented
with a variable cabinet system,
containers and accessories,
creating a flexible and practical
storage space. The compact VASA
office furniture system will meet
expectations for the equipment of
common and highly representative
workplaces. In addition, it
manufactures custom furniture and
also offers office chairs, armchairs
and other office accessories.
Nábytek VASA, www.vasa.cz

LD Seating, a Czech family-owned
company founded in 1993, is
the manufacturer of designed
seating for both offices, public
and private spaces and is
considered the leader in this
industry in Central Europe.
They cooperate with a number
of Czech and foreign designers
and their products regularly
appear in the final projects of
interior designers and architects.
LD Seating rely on the precise
craftsmanship of all their
products, from foamed bodies,
which they produce themselves

in the subsidiary PUR seating,
to sewing and upholstery. LD
Seating know how important it is
to choose a seat exactly tailored
to a given space, because even
apparent details, such as the
colour of the seat construction,
can contribute to the overall
atmosphere of the interior. That is
why their products are adaptable
and you can choose components
and upholstery according to your
needs. Showrooms are located
in Boskovice (where there is also
situated manufacturing plant), in
Prague and in Bratislava.
LD Seating,
www.ldseating.com

Wiesner-Hager specialises in
high-quality office architecture.
It focuses on current trends in
the world of office and home
furniture and their innovations for
satisfaction and comfort. For 100
years, Wiesner-Hager has been
a manufacturing company focusing
on comprehensive commercial
space solutions. Since the mid1980s, Wiesner-Hager has been
systematically analysing and
gradually solving environmental
problems as this is company’s
commitment to an active
environmental policy. Embedding
the principles of environmental
policy in the model of the company
and the implementation of an
environmental management
system, first according to EMAS,
later according to ISO 14001, which
set milestones on the company‘s
path to sustainability. Since

2010, Wiesner-Hager has been
compiling company-wide ecological
balances according to ISO 14040
and, since 2012, certified product
and environmental declarations
according to ISO 14025. Office
environments around the world
have recently undergone dramatic
changes. Digitisation brings
with it new highly mobile forms
of work; companies respond to
the needs and expectations of
new generations of employees
by introducing flexible working
methods. Wiesner-Hager
contributes to the development of
this concept of new work with its
own ideas and creates innovative
structures for the various needs
of work and everyday office life.
That‘s why Wiesner-Hager can offer
a comprehensive solution: from
office design and interior design
solutions to the furniture itself.
Wiesner-Hager,
www.wiesner-hager.com

>

3.2. HOTELS, RESTAURANTS
AND COMMERCIAL INTERIORS
work with renowned architects and

the quality of products, service, and

sector produce furniture for hotels, public

follow new trends in design that places

ecology. The companies make furniture

buildings, banks, restaurants, offices,

them among the reputable furniture

from solid wood, laminate, wood veneer,

shops, showrooms, clubs, schools, social

makers. The projects are carried out for

or wrought iron, and some even combine

care facilities, laboratory or hospital

customers in the Czech Republic and

the wood with other materials, which

equipment, and individual customers

worldwide; the companies invest in the

creates combinations such as iron with

who want to decorate their homes.

latest production, logistics, and software

solid wood, wood with iron, glass or

CZECH BEER HUB in London on the prestigious Old Street is a stylish pub,

The Czech production provides both

technologies, leading to more efficient

stone, or other materials such as leather,

a business hub, and a showroom of Czech companies in one place.

mass-produced furniture and atypical

processes. The production concentrates

Corian or Kerrock.

The chairs and sofas are designed and produced by the RIM company.

customised furniture. The companies

on the safety and quality of materials,

>

Czech furniture companies from this

DID YOU KNOW?
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Wiesner-Hager

>

>

Nábytek VASA
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NADOP was founded in 1990
near Brno in the Czech Republic.
The company provides complete
interior furniture solutions and
custom furniture production
as the team consists of 75
employees and the company
has 8 000 m2 of production
and storage capacity. NADOP
is certified by the Czech
Quality brand and has more
than 20 years of experience in
exporting to Western Europe.
One of company’s success
factors is stability as NADOP
is a family business founded
by family members, who still
work in the company. Since
then, there has been one
permanent management.
Another company’s key to
success is performance as
well-qualified employees and
modern production facilities can
provide approximately 70 000

production hours per year and
NADOP regularly invests in the
purchase of new technologies
and the training of their
employees. Last but not least,
the company is future-oriented
and focuses on digitising the
production process. The future
development of the company
is ensured by the second
generation of owners, who
are in charge of key areas.
The portfolio of company
NADOP consists of public and
commercial interiors such as
hotels, apartments, college
dormitories, retirement homes,
research facilities and libraries.
The company also furnishes
showrooms and stores such as
shoes stores, fashion stores,
boutiques, optics and car shops
& repair garages. NADOP is
looking for a stable cooperation
and is ready to be a long-term
business partner.
NADOP, www.nadop.cz

>

ARBYD CZ
ARBYD CZ is a family company
founded in 1993. It specialises in the
design, production and assembly of
furniture and interiors. The company
manufactures products for hotels,
hospitals and offices, retail chains and
gas stations, houses and apartments,
but also manufactures components for
rail and air transport. In cooperation
with its subsidiary designovynabytek.
cz, ARBYD CZ designers are able to
design both commercial and private
interiors. The company is able to
deliver the order as a whole, including
metal structures, upholstered parts,
glass, seating furniture etc. The
current size of the modern plant
is 10 500 m2 and it consists of an
administrative building, a showroom,
a production hall and a storage hall.
For its production, ARBYD CZ uses
its own state-of-the-art production
technologies, including digitisation of

individual operations. It also includes
its own paint shop for furniture parts.
ARBYD CZ currently supplies 50% of
its production to foreign markets.
Orders can be processed in English or
German. You can see the company‘s
products almost everywhere in Europe,
but also in North Africa and the
Middle East. ARBYD CZ holds several
foreign certificates and can adapt
to the customer in case of further
certification requirements as well.
The company relies on the
professionalism of its employees, who
received regular training. ARBYD
CZ ranks among the unique projects >
of energy self-sufficient production
enterprises in the Czech Republic. It
has its own PV plant with a storage
capacity of 1 MWh and is also included
in the RESINDUSTRY project among
the 27 best projects for the use of
renewable energy sources in the
industry in Europe.
ARBYD CZ, www.arbyd.cz

DID YOU KNOW?
The Arbyd company achieved
a great accomplishment in
2021, when it secured a major
order from the European
Organization for Nuclear
Research in Switzerland
(CERN), for which it makes
hotel furniture valued at CZK
5 million. The Czech company
Arbyd has worked for many
foreign companies such as
Novotel, Holiday Inn or Van
der Valk, Deutsche Bank,
BME, Renault and Honda
showrooms. They found out
about the tender thanks to
the CzechTrade agency.

>

NADOP

>

NOVATRONIC
NOVATRONIC Company is a dynamic
Czech manufacturing company that
has been operating on the furniture
market for over 30 years since 1991
(formerly named Vladimír Mikulec
Ing. – NOVATRONIC). The company
now operates two production plants
in Šumperk and Oskava, where it
currently employs over 65 employees.
The main focus is the production
of furniture through its own metal
18

fabrication, including paint shops
and wood production with a large
share of modern CNC technology.
The main assortment includes custom
furniture production, specialising in
hotel, office, school and laboratory
furniture. Furthermore, the company
is engaged in custom manufacturing
for apartment buildings, care
facilities or commercial premises.
More than 70% of NOVATRONIC
Company production is shipped
to EU, mainly to France, Germany,

Belgium and the Netherlands.
It cooperates with the largest
representatives of the industry in
the target countries, as well as local
intermediaries in individual regions.
The company presents customers
with high quality, fast delivery
and a willingness to participate in
individual solutions for their projects.
NOVATRONIC will be glad to
welcome you to their family.
NOVATRONIC,
www.novatronic.cz
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solution of a new hotel or restaurant.
All products are manufactured in a
factory in the Czech Republic near
Pardubice. The company offers 10
years guarantee for the construction
solidity. The products of the Iron-Art
Company have been popular with
their customers for over 25 years.
The company mainly exports to other
European countries.
IRON – ART, www.iron-beds.eu

>
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The company Iron – Art offers a large
design and product variety both
characterised by an extraordinary
quality, handcraft, massive natural
materials and a perfect surface
treatment. If you are interested in
natural materials, Iron – Art furniture
is definitely a great choice for you.
In their collection you can find hand

wrought beds, modern metal beds with
solid wood, night tables, wardrobes,
commodes, open wardrobes, dining
sets, clothes stand, lighting, accessories
as well as a wide range of garden
furniture. Metal furniture is ideal for
use in restaurants and hotels due to its
long service life and resistance to rough
handling. The company will adapt the
dimensions and design to your needs
and will design an original interior

TPR
In the industry since 1997, TPR is
committed to providing their clients
with high-end quality interiors, which
the company is able to produce,
deliver and assemble thanks to using
most recent technologies and strong
team of employees. TPR provides a
full range of services starting from
interiors design, custom drawings,
production to delivery and assembly
of the final product at a desired
20

customer destination. The main focus
is on producing furniture using highend materials which are carefully
selected and worked with during
the production process. The core part
of TPR‘s business plan is improving
and continuous development of
their technologies as well as human
resources over time. The company is
set for the work environment to be
healthy, motivated as well as having
a team spirit to satisfy any customer
needs. TPR will handle projects of any

dimensions, they literally love the
experience with tiny as well as massive
size orders. Among the customers and
brands working for, there are world
leading companies such as Samsung,
Vermont Multibrand, Karl Lagerfeld,
Calvin Klein, Mitsubishi, Ford or Geco.
If you have any inquires or questions,
feel free to get in touch with TPR‘s
experienced team. TPR does its best
to take the comfort of living to the
next level.
TPR, www.tpr-nabytek.cz

INTERIORS
manufacture&design
INTERIORS manufacture&design is among
the leading furniture manufacturers in
the Czech Republic with its own carpentry
workshop equipped with the latest
technology and with about 150 regularly
trained employees. The company cooperates
with the producers of the highest quality
wooden materials from Germany. Especially
in public building projects, the company
often works together with its partner
FLÖTOTTO, who is known for school chairs,
the profile system, cabinets and tables
for 50 years. In addition to the carpentry
workshop, there is also a production of
artificial stone and solid surface. INTERIORS
manufacture&design can offer its services as a
package – measuring, planning, construction,
3-D modelling, production, logistics and
finally the assembly of all furniture elements
from any materials. Project managers of the
company have been active for many years
mainly in German-speaking areas and they
are able to lead projects in good quality and
a cost-effective way in the interest of our
customers. The team of about 60 assemblers is
equipped with modern tools and implements
and is used to working professionally,
meeting deadlines, and finally substantiating
everything with project documentation. Of
course, there is also independent project
management and coordination on site in
close cooperation with project leaders.
Currently, INTERIORS manufacture&design
operates as a general supplier of interior
furnishing projects where provides complete
furnishing of interiors (floor works, drywall
works, complete furnishing included seating
furniture, upholstery).
INTERIORS manufacture&design,
www.interiors-mnd.com

MBG
MBG is a Czech company, which fully
focuses on comprehensive projects
of supplying and fitting furniture
equipment to shops and commercial
interiors. The company pays maximum
attention and takes individual
approach to each contract. Contract
management encompasses project
management, development, design,
engineering and prototyping, own
production, assembly and installation
on site. Moreover, MBG provides its
own storage facilities, management
of roll-out projects, service and
maintenance. MBG endeavours to
bring maximum added value to each
project in accordance with the client’s
requirements and wishes as they
are inspired by the client. In doing
so, the company draws on the wide
experience of carrying out more than
thirty thousand completed contracts
in different European countries during
the company‘s twenty-eight-year
history. During that time, the company
has managed to become a European
leader in filling station interiors with
more than a thousand stations fitted
out across Europe. Among the largest
customers is OMV network of filling
stations and others. MBG was set up in
1993. Over time, the original trading
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company has become a businessorientated production company with
its own metal fitting production,
powder coating workshop,
carpentry workshop, workshop for
processing LEDs and plastics and
its own installation groups. All this
enables MBG to carry out contracts
comprehensively and within the
estimated costs. The company has 6
800 m2 of production and storage
areas and 1 000 m2 of office space
for at present 80 employees. MBG
expedites approximately one hundred
contracts per month for a number
of existing and new clients. The
company is continuously expanding
its client portfolio, for example with
new acquisitions such as Amazon and
others, and is very much committed
to the development of the company
in terms of technological equipment,
software and also from the point of
view of increasing the employees’
expertise. MBG gives its clients high
technical level, high quality, personal
approach and long-term collaboration
with a long-standing partner. And
all of this is fully in compliance with
the health, safety and environmental
requirements. MBG is a holder of
ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001
standards.
MBG, www.mbg.cz

>

IRON – ART
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PROFIL NÁBYTEK

The TON company is regularly awarded the Red Dot Design
Award. For instance, in 2016, the TON company won this
award for an armchair from the Split collection and, in
2017, for a chair and a table from the Leaf 2017 collection.

PROFIL NÁBYTEK is a Czech joint-stock
company, built on joinery tradition
and quality craftsmanship. Since the
establishment in 1991, the company has
grown from a small furniture company
specialising in small-lot production into
a company engaged in the complete
creation of various interiors. PROFIL
NÁBYTEK focuses on designing and
creating interiors for offices, showrooms,
hotels, healthcare facilities, social care
homes, laboratories and a variety of
atypical spaces. The company provides
their clients with all the services related
to interior equipment, i.e. consulting,
designs, projects and budgets, and of
course it provides its own production,

BUKOTEC
The company Bukotec was established
through the privatisation of the TON
company. When it was founded, Bukotec
successfully continued the production
of chairs in Strážnice, which has had
a tradition there for many decades.
Thanks to the precision and complexity
of processing the structural elements,
the chairs from Strážnice were among
the highest quality chairs of then
Czechoslovakia and were intended
exclusively for export. During its existence,
Bukotec improved this production and
expanded the production line with other
models, following modern and fashion
trends. Currently, the production consists
of both traditional design (classics) as well
as fashionable design, very popular with
the younger generation. The turning

shipping, transportation and assembly.
The mission of PROFIL NÁBYTEK is
to create an environment, in which
people feel good. That is why the
company put extraordinary emphasis
on the craftsmanship of its products
and works with professional designers
and architects. PROFIL NÁBYTEK always
offers its customers the most effective
solutions, from a practical, aesthetic and
financial point of view. The company
has experience with the comprehensive
implementations of the projects within
the domestic and foreign markets for
the companies such as Škoda Auto,
Petrof, Nexen Tire, Tescan, ČVUT,
Peugeot and many more.
PROFIL NÁBYTEK,
www.profil-nabytek.cz

point comes for the company in 2012,
when the production, then exclusively
dining chairs, was expanded by other
models suitable for gastronomy. In
particular, it was tables, bar tables, bar
chairs, hotel armchairs and restaurant
benches. Years of experience in the
production of dining chairs have been
put into all of these models, and all
products can work with the given criteria
in professional gastronomy use, especially
durability in demanding operations with
a guarantee of up to 4 years for structural
strength, individual appearance, ability
to produce in small series or according
to the supplied model. Bukotec presents
and sells its products under the trademark
Gastronabytek24.cz and exports part
of its production to EU countries and
beyond.
BUKOTEC, www.bukotec.cz
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With the TON product
comes not only comfort,
quality and timeless shapes,
but also above all joy.
TON creates a companion
for everyday moments of
meeting and well-being.
All this with the idea of
sustainable development
for future generations, in
a place with a tradition
dating back to 1861. In 1861,
a factory for bentwood
furniture, today the oldest
of its kind in the world, was
opened under the Hostýnské
Hills. Until that time, the
unusual system of industrial
organisation of work, where
a worker is specialised in
only one activity, and unique
technology were the key
factors that helped chairs
from Bystřice pod Hostýnem
become cheaper and expand
all over the world.
In 1912, 445 000 items of
bentwood furniture were
produced there per year,
taken care of by almost
2 000 employees. And the
founding Thonet family took
care of the workers in turn.
They established vocational
schools for woodworking,
kindergartens, supported
the construction of the
railway and built workers’
houses in Bystřice pod
Hostýnem. After the First

DID YOU KNOW?
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TON

World War, in 1924, the
company was merged with
the Kohn-Mundus company
and the name was changed
to THONET-MUNDUS. By
a decree of the Ministry of
Industry of 7 March 1946,
the concern became the
THONET national company,
subsequently renamed TON
in 1953. After 1989, the
organisational structure
was changed to that of
a state-owned enterprise
and, since 1994, TON has
been a joint-stock company.
In 2010, the company began
to intensively cooperate
with leading Czech and
international designers. The
first of these was Alexander
Gufler, who is today the
brand’s Art Director. It
was he who came up with
the Merano collection
during that period, which
predetermined the new
morphology of seating
furniture. Another milestone
was the Split collection by
Arik Levy, which for the first
time in bentwood furniture
used the splitting of solid
logs and bending them in
opposite directions. Other
designers who have designed
key furniture collections for
TON include Lucie Koldová,
Kaschkasch Studio, Eugenia
Minerva or Olgoj Chorchoj
Studio.
TON, www.ton.eu
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Established in 1991, Formdesign is
a family company situated in the village
Kozmice near Hlučin. Firm focuses on
small-scale production of sitting furniture
and custom-made interiors. Since the
beginning, the main focus was especially
on distinctive design and innovation in
stackable and linking chairs. The seating
furniture from moulded plywood with
minimum joints and thus very long service
life has been very well received. Furniture
is mostly used in public places such as
town halls, auditoriums, chapels etc. Our
professional staff is able to meet the
customer requirements and expectations.
FORM, www.formdesign.cz

SANTAL

>
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Dřevodílo

The family owned company SANTAL
is a traditional, high quality Czech
manufacturing firm, which has been
producing school furniture since
1991. In the company’s product line,
there is a complete range of metal
school furniture (student desks and
chairs, teacher desks and chairs and
special computer desks), all of which
are certified to meet the technical,
safety and ergonomic requirements
of the EN 1729 and O1650
standards. In addition, buyers
can choose from a wide range of
cabinet furniture, school boards
and other types of equipment
for school cafeterias, changing
rooms, kindergartens, auditoriums
etc. The firm also produces a
contract line of furnishings for
the interiors of offices, public
buildings and accommodation
facilities. In addition to standard
lines, customised designs and
dimensions are also available as
special orders. All of the firm’s

products are known for their high
quality and famous durability –
assuring buyers of many years of
worry-free use. SANTAL knows that
for their customers, as for them,
quality comes first, but value for
money is also important. This is
especially true for the purchasers
of furniture and equipment for
schools. SANTAL knows that you
want to choose the best for your
schools, just as you do for your
homes, and that many people have
budget requirement, which they
have to live with. The sales record
shows that there are hundreds of
schools across the Czech Republic
equipped with SANTAL furniture.
Currently, roughly 50% of the
production is exported, including to
European countries such as Austria,
Germany, Italy and the Netherlands,
highly discerning markets. You
are welcome to come and see for
yourself, how “healthy furniture“
for children is made, at the offices
in Třeboň, the Czech Republic.
SANTAL, www.santal.cz

Dřevodílo is a company that was
founded in 1945. As a Czech
manufacturer, Dřevodílo has more
than 70 years of experience. The
company specialises in complete
interior furnishing services in both the
private and commercial sectors. Around
50 professionals, who use modern
equipped premises with an area of over
4 000 m², works closely with architects
and developers to ensure projects are
fulfilled successfully. In 2018, Dřevodílo
established its own design studio
MOODEN, which focuses on every type
of interior. Mooden helps residential
home owners and commercial business
people to achieve their dreams.
Dřevodílo also produces serial and
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unconventional furniture – from 3D
visualisation, detailed production
documentation, project management
to modern manufacturing. The
company works with different materials
such as wood, HPL, veneer, laminate,
steel, plywood etc. All of the products
are well thought out and have
a long service life, which is guaranteed
above all by strict quality control
and professional on-site installation.
The production for offices, hotels,
restaurants, family houses and public
institutions is visible in the Czech
Republic as well as abroad. People can
buy stylish Dřevodílo furniture on its
eshop Woodever.
Dřevodílo, www.drevodilo.cz,
www.woodever.cz

Dřevomax
Nábytek Dušek is a family-owned company
located in the heart of the Czech Republic
with more than 30 years of experience
and presence on the Czech market. The
company‘s main production focus is on
furniture from solid wood and intensively
cooperates with leading designers to
make its own products, especially the
bedroom sets and kitchen sets from
massive oak intended for end customers.
In 2018, Nábytek Dušek has enhanced its
production capacity by CNC technology,
which enabled them to put the priority
on the serial production, especially chairs,
tables and table tops. Target customers also
include the restaurants, cafes and hotels all
around the Europe as well as the companies
that arrange the project planning and the

>
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FORM

furnishing for them. Apart from the solid
wood, the company also makes furniture
and its components from laminate. These
kinds of products are in great demand
especially in office buildings, hospitals or
places related to public administration.
In the past years, the company has had
a chance to furnish the hotel in the city
centre of Paris. Nábytek Dušek has also
produced design tables, chairs and wall
decoration for one of the most popular
restaurants in the city centre of Prague
and won the tender to make furniture for
a newly opened emergency admission and
its surgery room in regional hospital and
many more. The company follows the motto:
“Anything new is a challenge for us and
we will face it”.
Dřevomax,
www.truhlarstvidusek.cz
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3.3. FURNITURE FOR HEALTHCARE

DID YOU KNOW?

In the field of medical furniture, Czech
manufacturers offer a wide portfolio of
products excelling in innovations and
connection with modern technologies
allowing for the simplification of

The Association of Czech Furniture
Manufacturers grants the and "Czech qualityfurniture" label in cooperation with the National
Information Centre for Quality Support. The
Czech quality-furniture label can be granted only
to furniture made by Czech manufacturers that

200 000

independent committee. The main point of this
programme is to present credible labels that can

150 000

be awarded only after strict and independent
quality assurance and are regularly checked.

100 000

The Czech quality programme was created to
distinguish excellent and trustworthy products

50 000

and be a good guide when choosing high-quality
furniture. Czech quality ensures the consumer

0

that the purchased furniture has gone through
an exacting evaluation and quality control. That
ensures that the quality of the tested furniture
similar products on the market.

The mission of the company Dekor is
to create exceptional environments
and places ensuring for shoppers a
unique shopping or life experience
through the result of the work. Since
1991, Dekor is trying to improve in
order to benefit potential customers
in the store, and companies that these
stores sell their products. Thanks to
the expansion of production and
the acquisition of new high-tech
production technologies, Dekor has
expanded its production to also

2018

2019

2020

2021

Source: The Czech Statistical Office, Cross-border movements of goods and commodities, HS4: 9402 - Medical, surgical, dental or veterinary furniture

is above the standard quality compared to other

include student apartment furniture
and kindergarten furniture. Dekor
does not separate the type of projects:
POS displays, shop-in-shop, complete
reconstruction of branded stores or
a different type of furniture. With all
these types of projects, the company
has a great experience. On the one
hand, Dekor offers a comprehensive
range of services with a team of experts
composed of designers, marketers,
production engineers, managers and
service workers, who work together
to complete projects from design to
the final installation. You can rely on

increases the safety of collective and
individual catering. This field also has
Czech representatives, whose solutions
have been successful in many countries
all over the world.

CROSS-BORDER EXPORT OF MEDICAL FURNITURE IN THS EUR

passed various tests and was evaluated by an

Dekor s.r.o.

hospital operation a making it more
efficient. More and more emphasis
has recently been placed on equipping
hospitals with functional and reliable
furniture that simplifies and also

Dekor in all aspects and in all phases
of the project. Competence speaks
for itself with reference projects from
both the Czech and mainly European
market. Dekor products can be found
on all continents. The company offers
interconnection of agency services and
manufacturing companies. Therefore,
in the case of cooperation with the
company Dekor, you pay no extra
hidden fees or margins. Furthermore,
Dekor guarantees its created concept
of viability, because everything is
created in one company.
Dekor s.r.o., www.dekor.cz

CROSS-BORDER EXPORT OF MEDICAL FURNITURE
BY COUNTRIES IN 2021
16%

Germany

Austria

United States of America

Egypt

France

Mexico

Poland

Netherlands

United Kingdom

China (Peoples Republic of)

Serbia

Sweden

Russian Federation

Latvia

Spain

Romania

Slovakia

Others

Italy

28%

13%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
2%
2%
2%
2%

7%
4%
3%

3% 3% 3%

4%

Source: The Czech Statistical Office, Cross-border movements of goods and commodities, HS4:9402 - Medical, surgical, dental or veterinary furniture
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PROMA REHA
PROMA REHA is a traditional manufacturer
of medical and nursing beds. The company,
with an annual turnover of several million
euros, is celebrating success worldwide. It
has a strong position in Scandinavia, Eastern
Europe, North Africa and the Middle East.
Behind this success is hard and honest
work, quality products and professional
services. The company has experience in the
development and construction of medical
beds since 1990. PROMA REHA beds help
patients and medical staff in 70 countries
around the world, and the company is
constantly improving its products to meet
the latest trends in modern medicine.
PROMA REHA, www.promareha.cz

HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE

4.1. BEDROOMS, LIVING ROOMS, CLOAKROOMS
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NURSEN
Nursen is a manufacturer of
high-quality seating furniture
for healthcare, nursing care
and institutional care. Nursen
products meet not only the
most stringent requirements
for safety and quality of the
materials used in the production
process, but also requirements
for the comfort of both clients
and personnel. Nursen is a
part of JECH CZ s.r.o., which
was established in 1991 and
has always been a fully familyowned company. Quality is the
cornerstone of activities and
business of Nursen. The company
endeavours to maintain the
quality of its products and
services at the best achievable
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level during the entire
production process of every
single piece of furniture, all in
compliance with ISO 9001:2008.
Nursen uses fabrics made by
leading global manufacturers,
which meet all important
standards and at the same
time look attractive. They are
convenient as far as maintenance
and hygiene are concerned. With
the help of leading designers,
the company works on making
sure that the products have
the curves of modern design,
creating unique collections and
seeing the efforts pay off in the
satisfied faces of the customers
and in the host of prestigious
awards that Nursen has won
down the years.
NURSEN, www.nursen.com

The manufacturers from this sector

software equipment. The conference

concentrate on a high-quality

and dining tables, cabinets, closets,

selection of input materials and

bookshelves, shelves, beds and other

components from renowned

interior furniture are manufactured.

suppliers. CNC machine tools,

Long durability and first-rate quality

eco-friendly clearcoats or natural

characterise the products. The

oils are used in the production. The

produced furniture is subject to

companies constantly improve their

a final product inspection.

DID YOU KNOW?
It is necessary to dry the wood well when making
solid wood furniture. The required moisture
content of 20–23% is achieved only after a year
of drying the wood in the fresh air. The wood is
then dried to 8–9% moisture in drying kilns.

JELÍNEK
JELÍNEK is a Czech family company based
in Valašské Meziříčí. The history of JELÍNEK
goes back as far as 1897, and during its
existence, the company went through many
changes such as proprietary, political or
the recent economic crisis. Despite all these
changes, the company is a 100% family
business with more than 80 employees.
JELÍNEK focuses on the production of
attractive and functional furniture from
solid wood. The company believes in honest
work and takes a great care of the quality
of the resulting products. JELÍNEK produces
bedrooms, armchairs, tables, cabinets
and accessories made of solid wood and
is known for unique handmade furniture
with fine details.
JELÍNEK, www.jelinek.eu
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LUGI is a Czech high-end
furniture maker that produces
complete custom interior
solutions. LUGI co-operates
with a range of renowned
architects and designers to
create products and interiors
that represent a lasting value
through their perfect quality
and clean timeless aesthetics.
The brand portfolio covers all
major aspects of interior design
including furniture, kitchens,
upholstery and storage units.
LUGI is not only a company, it
is a manufacturing brand
built on clear principles and

values that are reflected in all
activities, services and custom
products. LUGI is a small team
of people who communicate
effectively and bring into
the company overlapping
qualifications and experiences.
All of our services and products
are critically assessed until they
are as good as they can be.
Company LUGI is member of
Czech Chamber of Commerce,
Association of Czech Furniture,
Guild of Carpenters, Guild of
Upholsterers, and Decorators
and LUGi is holder of the mark
“Czech quality – furniture”
LUGI, www.lugi.cz
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U PILOUSE
The company U PILOUSE was
founded in 1991 and specialises
in design and manufacture of
interior furniture for private
spaces as well as for commercial
spaces. Design and technology
are what the company really
believes in. In 30 years, the
company has become partners of
many important clients on major
projects. U PILOUSE combines
a breakthrough design concept
with the implementation and
use of modern, progressive
materials and technologies. The
company is constantly adding
new machines and equipment
to its production facilities,
including software in all areas
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Dřevotvar družstvo
Dřevotvar družstvo, based in the
foothills of the Orlické Mountains,
has been producing furniture
continuously since 1951. Over
the years, the company has
developed and modernised, and
today it is a prosperous and growing
company that employs 170 people
and generates annual sales of

7 million EUR. In the Czech Republic,
the brand is known for its quality
furniture for living rooms, halls,
dining rooms and other living
spaces. Even before 1989, Dřevotvar
družstvo, led by architects Karel
Vyčítal and Miloš Sedláček, was
one of the most sought-after
manufacturers of quality furniture
that customers were willing to wait
for several years. In addition to

the production of its own branded
furniture, Dřevotvar družstvo is also
a manufacturer of wooden kitchen
utensils and a supplier of furniture
and furniture parts for the world‘s
leading furniture producers. Over
80% of the production is exported,
mainly to Western Europe and the
Nordic countries.
Dřevotvar družstvo,
www.drevotvar.cz
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LUGI

NÁBYTEK MIKULÍK

from design to production.
U PILOUSE is not only proud of
its team of employees who have
taken the company forward, but
also supports sustainable, socially
beneficial and economically
viable forest management by
working with certified wood
and being a certified FSC®
manufacturer. Since 2000, the
company has been based in
its own complex near Pilsen in
the village of Dýšina, but it is
currently expanding its premises
by building another hall and new
office space. The most valuable
result of its work is the fact that
the clients become friends of the
company U PILOUSE.
U PILOUSE,
www.upilouse.cz

Nábytek Mikulík is a family business
residing in the South Moravian
village of Vranovice. Since 1990, the
company has been supplying the
market with furniture of its own
making, taking into consideration
not only the utility, but also the
design. The production range goes
from bedside tables to kitchen units,
and the manufacturer is equipped
with the latest furniture-making
computer-operated technologies
that help to process around 20 000
furniture units per month. On a
yearly basis, the company introduces
new collections to its business
partners and customers. The new
releases include a module system of
the JONY children’s rooms, or a smart
furniture series pertaining to the
SMART bedroom programme. The
bedside tables have a built-in USB
charger, the bedfronts include
a LED stripe with a touch sensor
that gives your room a nice intimate
lighting. Nábytek Mikulík also
focuses on producing made-to-

measure kitchens. Preceding an
actual order, the customers receive
realistic 3D drafts. There is a wide
range of decor styles and materials
to choose from – starting with
laminated covers all through to foil
or lacquered doors. In the recent
years, the company has also plunged
into the online world and launched
an e-shop with a 3D configurator as
its greatest asset. With the assistance
of the configurator, the customers
can place the furniture into virtual
spaces and thus be able to visualise
their new acquisitions as they
would look like in their households.
Making their customers satisfied
is an utmost priority for Nábytek
Mikulík. Therefore, the company
tries its best to keep in touch with
them as closely as possible, may it be
physically in the outlets, or virtually
via the internet. The very basis of
the services is high-quality materials
and a meticulous work of the South
Moravian staff.
NÁBYTEK MIKULÍK,
www.nabytek-mikulik.cz
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TRIANT
TRIANT furniture is made
in the Czech Republic in
the cooperation with Czech
designers. The portfolio of
products includes tables, TV
stands, beds, cupboards and
different kinds of cabinets
and small tables. Most of the
products are made from solid
wood, especially oak. The most
popular product category is
the designer dining tables with
metal legs and solid wood top.
TRIANT is on the Czech market
for over 30 years. During its
first years, it specialised in
classical furniture and later

moved to the contemporary
style and custom-made
furniture. Nowadays,
TRIANT relies on decades of
experiences in processing solid
wood and veneered tops. The
production factory is equipped
with the latest CNC machines,
cutting centre, paint shop and
modern software for creating
documentation and production
management. The biggest
asset is a dedicated team
of 25 people with years of
experience. Every year TRIANT
develops new designs that
reflects the changing needs
and taste of customers.
TRIANT, www.triant.cz
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SITUS
The history of the SITUS brand
started some time in 2007, the
result of a decision to start the
development and production of
furniture with its own original
design utilising Czech brains and
hands. It was simply to prove
that skilful people exist among
us, capable of standing their
ground in all aspects even on the
demanding European market.
Cooperation with CzechTrade
also helps SITUS to develop
their potential and launch new
products. The company‘s goal
is to create products with a
timeless design that bear the
elements of original approaches
with an emphasis on detail
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WOOD 4 EVER
WOOD 4 EVER is a traditional Czech
company with many years of experience
in the production of solid wood
furniture. The company‘s sense of wood
and detail combined with technical
knowledge and experience make them
masters in the field. Every piece of
furniture that passes through the hands
is unique and processed in detail. WOOD
4 EVER cares not only about functionality
but also about appearance. The mission
is to show that wood is an amazing living
material from which unique distinctive
pieces can be made, with high precision
workmanship that will accompany you

throughout your life. WOOD 4 EVER
supports the use of old honest practices
and processing with the help of modern
machines. The layout is designed in line
with a commitment to sustainability,
minimising the use of consumables and
encouraging the use of low-polluting
and regenerable elements. The furniture
is made from raw materials selected for
their sustainability in environments. The
wood must be felt by hand. Only then
will its structure, energy and originality
stand out. WOOD 4 EVER believes that
you will fall in love with solid wood as
much as they do.
WOOD 4 EVER,
www.wood4ever.cz

4.2. UPHOLSTERY
and elaborate ergonomics.
SITUS uses natural materials in
production, especially domestic
wood and with clear origin.
Already from the draft design,
SITUS ensures that the proposed
materials, selected technology
and volume of consumed
material are friendly to nature
to the greatest possible degree.
The company‘s fundamental
product – the FIGURE chair
caught the attention of the
professional public, won
many awards, including the
prestigious American GOOD
DESIGN AWARDS. Besides
seating furniture, SITUS portfolio
includes also tables, cabinets,
beds, sofas and accessories.
SITUS, www.situs.cz

Czech companies involved in

>

the production of upholstered

VESPERA DESIGN

furniture for common areas
and household interiors in this
sector offer several flexible,
elegant, and functional
models such as double beds,
divans, box-spring beds, sofas,
armchairs, and couches. The
companies work on developing
new products with both highend designers and industrial-art
students. They highlight the
quality of materials, product

DID YOU KNOW?

design and details, enabling the
creation of original products.

The mminterier company products have

This sector’s innovation is

been included in the prestigious yearbook

acoustic features that can be

of the design Hall of Fame issued by the

used in open space offices.

Red Dot Design Museum in Essen.

Vespera specialises in the development
and production of upholstered furniture.
The company relies on craftsmanship and
high-quality processing of each piece of
furniture, which, in addition to its function,
also has an aesthetic value. For example,
Bořek Šípek, Jiří Pelcl, Vladimír Žák or the
designer duo Olgoj Chorchoj participated
in the design of products from the Vespera
brand portfolio. The company produces
its own furniture brand Vespera as well as
individual bespoke upholstered furniture. It
serves both private and B2B customers and
is a partner of many companies in the field
of OEM production.
Vespera design, www.vespera.cz,
www.vesperadesign.cz,
www.vespera-upholstery.cz
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mminterier

with selected designers and wellestablished manufacturers of materials,
mminterier offers furniture with high
quality and original design.
mminterier,
www.mminterier.cz

4.3. MATTRESSES AND BED BASES
The mattress producers use highquality, non-toxic, and certified
materials with long durability.

The mattresses and bed bases are
manufactured in standard and
atypical dimensions. The companies

regularly test their products to meet
the required standards and quality.

CROSS-BORDER EXPORT OF MATTRESSES IN THS EUR
100 000

>

mminterier has focused on production
of upholstered furniture for both public
and residential interiors since 1992.
The company‘s headquarters is located

in the spa town of Luhačovice, where
mminterier has a showroom of 1 400 m2
with a presentation of all products. The
production programme includes dozens
of models characterised mainly by their
precise craftsmanship. In cooperation

80 000
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Source: The Czech Statistical Office, Cross-border movements of goods and commodities, HS4: Mattress supports; articles of bedding and similar
furnishing, e.g. mattresses, quilts, eiderdowns, cushions, pouffes and pillows

CROSS-BORDER EXPORT OF MATTRESSES BY COUNTRIES IN 2021
>
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BLANAR NABYTEK
BLANAR NABYTEK is a Czech company
which was founded in 1989 by Roman
Blanar. Currently, the company is one
of the major producers of beds in
Europe and it holds a leading position
in the Czech Republic. It offers a variety
of products to its customers such as
double beds of all types, mattresses,
sofas or bed frames. Blanar Nabytek
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exports more than half of its products
abroad. Its foreign business partners are
companies situated in Germany, Austria,
Switzerland, Hungary, Slovakia, Croatia
and Poland. In the Czech Republic, the
company sells its products to more than
two hundred B2B customers. Blanar
Nabytek produces around 200 thousand
beds per year. The company has over 500
employees and thanks to this fact, it is
the main source of employment for the

region. Blanar Nabytek is also a member
of the Association of Czech Furniture
Manufactures and is proud to use the
Czech product mark. The company
cooperates with several major institutions
to develop its products because its main
goal is to offer customers high-quality,
health-conscious products according to
current sleeping trends.
BLANAR NABYTEK,
www.blanar.cz
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54%
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Germany
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16%

Source: The Czech Statistical Office, Cross-border movements of goods and commodities, HS4: Mattress supports; articles of bedding and similar
furnishing, e.g. mattresses, quilts, eiderdowns, cushions, pouffes and pillows
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JELÍNEK
The company JELÍNEK also
specialises in the production of
mattresses. The company has been
producing orthopaedic slatted
mattresses since 1992 and thanks
to the large number of available
combinations, JELÍNEK can make
a mattress or double mattress
tailored exactly to the clients‘
requirements with individual
settings for each user. Knowing that
sleep is one of the most important
aspects of life, the company takes
a great care of health safety and
top quality of resulting products.
JELÍNEK, www.jelinek.eu

AHORN
The company AHORN,
Czech manufacturer of
slat platforms, beds,
mattresses and pillows,
offers a wide and
specialised portfolio
of products that will
satisfy the requirements
of even the most
discerning customers. In
the assortment you will
find slats, mattresses
and beds of various
sizes, materials, designs
and functions. AHORN
handles products in
standard and atypical
dimensions. The
company produces
about 180 000 pieces
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of platforms annually
and focuses on its own
development while
following trends in
housing. As a result,
a new collection
of mattresses with
AHORNFLEX®, active
foam technology for
perfect copying of the
human body curves and
proper regeneration
during the sleep, has
been created. AHORN
supplies the assortment
to specialised
furniture stores, retail
chains and furniture
manufacturers,
especially to Central
Europe.
AHORN, www.ahorn.cz

4.4. BATHROOMS AND KITCHENS
The manufacturers in this sector set trends; they
combine honest craftsmanship and modern methods.
High technology, such as vacuum, robotic or
nanotechnology painting or the PUR technology, is
used in production. The kitchen sets are equipped
with the most advanced technologies. The products
are internationally renowned.

DID YOU KNOW?
The Sykora company is the only furniture company in the Czech
Republic that received the prestigious Investment of the Year award,
granted by the Association of Czech Furniture Manufacturers under
the auspices of the Czech Chamber of Commerce.

>

SYKORA
SYKORA is a Czech company with
a long tradition that has been
producing kitchens and furniture
since 1992. The company used
its foreign experience and came
up with products that fulfilled
the customer‘s vision and wishes.
SYKORA equips kitchen sets and
furniture with the most advanced
technologies. Its products have
gained an international reputation
and help to improve the lives of the
most demanding clients not only in
the Czech Republic, but also abroad.

>

SYKORA provides a wide range of
top products of the highest quality.
The constant shift in new trends and
designs, modernisation and progress
in production processes keep the
company still in the top ranking of
kitchen manufacturers and suppliers
on the market. The company was
also the first one to introduce a
special Evermatt varnish for the
final surface treatment. Thanks to
revolutionary nanotechnology, it is
more resistant to fingerprints and
does not lose its aesthetic properties
over time.
SYKORA, www.sykora.eu

>

DŘEVOJAS
Dřevojas has a tradition dating back as far as
1946. It has come a very long way since then
and now operates on several markets abroad,
setting trends in the world of bathrooms. It
develops and manufactures designer ranges
of bathroom furniture and its own ceramic
washbasins and launches a number of new
products onto the market every year. Besides
its standard ranges, it also produces custommade bathroom furniture, for which it has
developed an online configuration tool. The

company’s priorities are high product quality
and sustainability. It, therefore, provides a
5-year warranty on its products and always
supplies them fully assembled. During its
production process, Dřevojas places emphasis
on minimising the environmental burden
on our planet, and so it obtains energy from
renewable sources and uses environmentallyfriendly BAT technology when manufacturing
its products. Dřevojas is a family company
based in the town of Svitavy in eastern
Bohemia. It is a major regional employer.
DŘEVOJAS, www.drevojas.cz
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DESIGN CENTRE CZECHTRADE

The goal of the Design Centre

Companies that have not yet had

European Design Associations) and

CzechTrade is to provide Czech

experience with professional design can

participates in the EU New European

companies and designers with

get an idea of the whole process. This

Bauhaus initiative.

useful information, consulting and

help is available to the majority of small

subsidy service in the field of design

and medium-sized enterprises and is not

Thanks to the CzechTrade internal

management. The Design Centre

burdened by a lengthy administrative

project Design for Competitiveness II

CzechTrade focuses on the promotion

process.

(2016–2022), a total of 19 companies

and export of Czech design abroad

involved in furniture production was

in the form of conceptually designed

Promotion of designers abroad is also

supported in the form of discounted

national exhibitions at major trade

ensured through the online directory

services by designers from the Designers

shows and fairs.

Designers Database www.designers-

Database CzechTrade. The amount of

database.eu. The Designers Database

support provided for furniture design is

Thanks to the Design Centre CzechTrade,

is used by companies to search for

represented by 19% of the total volume

the infrastructure is being developed in

specialists in the field of design.

of support provided within the project.

many areas, from system support and
financing, support for design export

The Design Centre CzechTrade is

through national expositions at major

a member of the international

international exhibitions to cooperation

organisation BEDA (The Bureau of

cluster focusing on furniture and woodworking industry

www.czechfurniture.com

and interior design as well as the leader of cluster initiatives

The Association of Czech Furniture Manufacturers is the only
furniture manufacturing sector association in the Czech Republic.
The association is registered non-profit organisation with the
aim of supporting and representing common interests of Czech
natural persons and legal entities engaged in furniture design,
production and business at the national and international level.
Most of the members are manufacturing companies in the field
of furniture or furniture components. The main activities of

the aim of improving the quality of upholstered, decorative
and carpentry products and is also a registered association of

for smaller businesses. CzechTrade

voluntarily associated natural persons and legal entities. The

has a sophisticated methodology that

members of the guild are the manufacturers of upholstered

provides added value in the form of

and non-upholstered furniture, other upholstered products

high-quality instructions on how to

member companies, through an emphasis on developing
research, development and innovation, continuously
improving the links between research institutions and the
business sector in the furniture industry.

AHORN,

R. A., is a non-profit professional community created with

into innovation strategies, especially

international competitiveness and economic growth of cluster

of services leading to furniture production sector support. The

The Guild of Upholsterers and Decorators and Carpenters,

helping with the integration of design

Czech furniture maker can join. Its main goal is to support

PRODUCERS

www.czechfurniture.com

manufacturers with designers and thus

in the Czech Republic and an open organisation that any

the association include industrial lobbying and the provision

Guild of Upholsterers and Decorators and Carpenters,

in effectively connecting Czech

www.furniturecluster.cz

Association of Czech Furniture Manufacturers (ACN),

furniture manufactured in the Czech Republic.

targeted comprehensive assistance

Cluster of Czech Furniture Manufacturers,
The Cluster of Czech Furniture Manufacturers is the largest

data, organises workshops and various support events for

projects, using EU funds, provide
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INTEREST GROUPS AND PROFESSIONAL
ORGANISATIONS

association also presents the Czech furniture, publishes statistical

with global authorities. Internal

proceed in cooperation with a designer.

6

CONTACTS

www.ahorn.cz
The company AHORN, a Czech manufacturer of slat
platforms, beds, mattresses and pillows, offers a wide
and specialised portfolio of products that will satisfy the
requirements of even the most demanding customers.
ALBA CR,
www.albaseating.com
ALBA has become one of the biggest manufacturers of office
seating in the Czech Republic. The company specialises in
custom manufacturing, and the product range includes office
chairs, conference chairs, benches and design chairs.

and decorations, suppliers, sellers, experts and authorised
Cooperation with Duro Design, BEND collection
from duo Herrmann&Coufal

Cooperation with SITUS

persons and vocational furniture schools of all levels.
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ARBYD CZ,

DŘEVOJAS,

INTERIORS manufacture&design,

MBG,

www.arbyd.cz

www.drevojas.cz

www.interiors-mnd.com

www.mbg.cz

ARBYD CZ specialises in the design, production and assembly

Dřevojas develops and manufactures designer ranges of

INTERIORS manufacture&design is among the leading

MBG is a Czech company that fully focuses on comprehensive

of furniture and interiors. The company‘s portfolio includes

bathroom furniture and its own ceramic washbasins and

furniture manufacturers in the Czech Republic with its own

projects of supplying and fitting furniture equipment to shops

clients such as Škoda Transportation, Mattoni, Moser, Citroen,

launches a number of new products onto the market every

carpentry workshop equipped with the latest technology.

and commercial interiors. Contract management encompasses

BMW, Holiday Inn and many others.

year.

project management, development, design, engineering and
IRON-ART,

prototyping, own production, assembly and installation on
site.

BLANAR NABYTEK,

Dřevomax,

www.iron-beds.eu

www.blanar.cz

www.truhlarstvidusek.cz

The company Iron-Art offers a large design and product

BLANAR NABYTEK is a Czech company, one of the major

Nábytek Dušek mainly focuses its production on furniture

variety. In their collection you can find hand wrought beds,

Mias OC spol. s r.o.

producers of beds in Europe, and it holds a leading position in

from solid wood and intensively cooperates with leading

modern metal beds with solid wood, night tables, wardrobes,

designers to make its own products, especially the bed-

www.miasoc.cz

the Czech Republic. Blanar Nabytek exports more than half of

commodes, open wardrobes, dining sets, clothes stand,

its products abroad.

room sets and kitchen sets from massive oak intended for

lighting, accessories as well as garden furniture.

the end customers.
BUKOTEC,
www.bukotec.cz
During its existence, Bukotec expanded the production line
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JELÍNEK,
Dřevotvar družstvo,
www.drevotvar.cz

www.jelinek.eu

Mias OC started doing business in 1990. The company‘s product
range contains a complete offer of different type series,
including standard workstations, open plan office furniture, call
centre furniture, mobile and variable workstations.

JELÍNEK is a Czech family company and focuses on the

mminterier,

with other models, following modern and fashion trends.

Dřevotvar družstvo has been producing furniture

production of attractive and functional furniture from solid

continuously since 1951. In the Czech Republic, the brand

www.mminterier.cz

Currently, the production consists of both traditional design

wood as well as orthopaedic slatted mattresses since 1992

mminterier focuses on production of upholstered furniture for

as well as fashionable design, very popular with the younger

is known for its quality furniture for living rooms, halls,

and takes a great care of the quality of the resulting products.

dining rooms and other living spaces.

both public and residential interiors since 1992. The production

generation.
Dekor s.r.o.

FORM,

www.dekor.cz

www.formdesign.cz

The mission of the company Dekor is to create exceptional

Formdesign focuses on small-scale production of sitting

environments and places ensuring for shoppers a unique

furniture and custom-made interiors. Since the beginning,

shopping or life experience through the result of the

the main focus was on distinctive design and innovation in

work.

stackable and linking chairs.

Dřevodílo,

HON,

www.drevodilo.cz, www.woodever.cz

www.hon.cz

Dřevodílo is a Czech manufacturer with more than 70 years

HON is a Czech-based family-run company that designs and

of experience. The company specialises in complete interior

manufactures high-quality functional furniture for modern

furnishing services in both the private and commercial

workspaces. HON’s furniture is built to meet the highest

sectors and also established its own design studio MOODEN.

international quality standards

programme includes dozens of models characterised mainly by
LD Seating,

their precise craftsmanship.

www.ldseating.com
LD Seating, a Czech family-owned company, is the

NÁBYTEK MIKULÍK,

manufacturer of designed seating for both offices, public and

www.nabytek-mikulik.cz

private spaces and is considered the leader in this industry in

Nábytek Mikulík is a family business and has been supplying

Central Europe.

the market with furniture of its own making, taking into
consideration not only the utility, but also the design.

LUGI,
www.lugi.cz

Nábytek VASA,

LUGI is a Czech high-end furniture maker that produces

www.vasa.cz

complete custom interior solution. The brand portfolio

The company Nábytek VASA specialises in the production of

covers all major aspects of interior design including furniture,

office furniture. It has a unique technology for the production,

kitchens, upholstery, storage units and bed systems.

which guarantees their practicality, ergonomics and long life.
The offer consists of several different table systems.
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NADOP,

RIM,

TON,

Wiesner-Hager,

www.nadop.cz

www.rim.cz

www.ton.eu

www.wiesner-hager.com

NADOP provides complete interior furniture solutions and

The company RIM was founded in 1991 with desire

With the TON product comes not only comfort, quality

Wiesner-Hager specialises in high-quality office

custom furniture production. NADOP is certified by the Czech

to create chairs that people would love. Ergonomic,

and timeless shapes, but also above all joy. TON creates a

architecture. It focuses on current trends in the world

Quality brand and has more than 20 years of experience in

functional, long-lasting and high-quality design.

companion for everyday moments of socialising and well-

of office and home furniture and their innovations for

being.

satisfaction and comfort.

TPR,

WOOD 4 EVER,

www.tpr-nabytek.cz

www.wood4ever.cz

TPR is committed to providing their clients with high-end

WOOD 4 EVER is a traditional Czech company with many

quality interiors, which the company is able to produce,

years of experience in the production of solid wood

deliver and assemble. The main focus is on producing

furniture. The company‘s sense of wood and detail

furniture using high-end materials, which are carefully

combined with technical knowledge and experience make

selected and worked with during the production process.

them masters in the field.

exporting to Western Europe.
SANTAL,
NOVATRONIC,
www.novatronic.cz

www.santal.cz
The family-owned company SANTAL is a traditional,

The NOVATRONIC Company is a dynamic Czech manufacturing

high quality Czech manufacturing firm, which has been

company that has been operating on the furniture market for

producing school furniture since 1991. In the company’s

over 30 years. The main assortment includes custom furniture

product line, there is a complete range of metal school

production, specialising in hotel, office, school and laboratory

furniture.

furniture.
SilentLab,
NURSEN,
www.nursen.com

www.silent-lab.com
Czech-based SilentLab came up with an original acoustic

Nursen is a manufacturer of high-quality seating furniture

concept to reduce noise in any interior and bring tranquility

for healthcare, nursing care and institutional care. Nursen

and privacy to the noisiest office environments. Its

products meet not only the most stringent requirements for

team includes experts in acoustics and it can design and

safety and quality of the materials used in the production

manufacture its own acoustic products.

TRIANT,
www.triant.cz
TRIANT furniture is made in the Czech Republic in the
cooperation with Czech designers. The portfolio of
products includes tables, TV stands, beds, cupboards and
different kinds of cabinets and small tables.

process, but also requirements for the comfort of both clients
U PILOUSE,

and personnel.
SITUS,
PROFIL NÁBYTEK,

www.situs.cz

www.profil-nabytek.cz

SITUS uses natural materials in production, especially wood,

PROFIL NÁBYTEK is a Czech joint-stock company, built on

domestic and with clear origin. Besides seating furniture

a joinery tradition and quality craftsmanship. PROFIL

SITUS portfolio includes also tables, cabinets, beds, sofas

NÁBYTEK focuses on designing and creating interiors for

and accessories.

www.upilouse.cz
The company U PILOUSE specialises in design and manufacture
of interior furniture for private spaces as well as for commercial
spaces. U PILOUSE combines a breakthrough design concept with
the implementation and use of modern, progressive materials
and technologies.

the Agency CzechTrade and the Association

offices, showrooms, hotels, healthcare facilities, social care
homes, laboratories and a variety of unconventional spaces.
PROMA REHA,
www.promareha.cz
PROMA REHA is a traditional manufacturer of medical
and nursing beds. The company has experience in the
development and construction of medical beds since 1990.
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SYKORA,
www.sykora.eu
SYKORA is a Czech company with a long tradition that has
been producing kitchens and furniture since 1992. SYKORA
equips kitchen sets and furniture with the most advanced
technologies.

The catalogue of furniture in the Czech
Republic was created as collaboration between

Vespera design,

of Czech Furniture Manufacturers.

www.vespera.cz, www.vesperadesign.cz,
www.vespera-upholstery.cz
Vespera specialises in the development and production of
upholstered furniture. The company relies on craftsmanship
and high-quality processing of each piece of furniture,
which also fulfils an aesthetic function.
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CONTACT
Czech Trade Promotion Agency
Štěpánská 567/15
120 00 Prague 2
Czech Republic
Phone: +420 224 907 820
E-mail: info@czechtrade.cz
Website: www.czechtradeoffices.com

